DxONE COMMAND CENTRAL driving productivity through remote management

- DxONE COMMAND CENTRAL PROVIDING LABORATORY STAFF WITH THESE BENEFITS
  - Maximize uptime
    - Receive immediate indication of an instrument problem out of the primary user’s line of sight
  - Holistic view of connected instruments
  - Complete remote alert and navigation of laboratory instruments
    - Access instruments remotely to investigate patient and QC result errors (flags)
  - Achieve increased productivity by centralized monitoring and management of laboratory work processes
  - Consolidated monitoring of laboratory instruments (Beckman Coulter and third party)

- WHAT ARE THE USERS SAYING?
  - “We are very happy with Command Central, especially in the late shifts when only one operator takes care of the whole track and all the analyzers connected”
    ~ Dr. Obermeier, Germany
  - “This Command Central solution is very flexible and user-friendly”
    ~ Dr. Surga, Douai Hospital, France

- FROM A SINGLE SEAT YOU CAN
  - Manage the whole lab out of hours, and support remote satellite labs by seeing what they see
  - Remotely control instruments for direct instrument validation
  - View all instrument status, alarms and result flags
  - Take control of Beckman and third party instruments